INTRODUCTION
For a given language model and corpus 
WN)). N
The perpleSty may thought of as approximately the average btimchhg factor in the language model. Most of the literature reports a single value of PP for a language model/corpns comnbi~tion. However, there is no reason why a number of values of perplexity (corresponding to a e r e n t parts of the corpus) may not be calculated.
TRAINING AND TEST DATA and LANGUAGE MODELS
The transcripts from two Australian court cases were wed for training language models. These t r d p t s do not include noix-speech events such as "nm" ctc, but they do include repetitions, fabe starts etc. Table 1 gives details of these data sets.
The training sets c l and c2 are the first fourteen days and fist twenty days of two different trials (from different juris dictions). The test sets are the next two and three days of transc2ipt.
Several language models' were tested: word b i g r a m , dass bigam and word-phrase bigram [4], all using a linear bsddngoff strategy [2] . For the work described here, we combined both training sets in building the different language models.
THE EXPERIMENTS
A number of approaches are available for calculating local perplexity. The first approach involves using a moving, fixedsize window, where the window size and overlap (both in words) could be varied to observe the dect of different size windows. The perplexity is calculated for each window. Another approach to calculating local perplexity is to use window size of a number of speaker turns, either a fixed number of turns, or the number of tnrns determined by a requirement on mini" number of words. The major difference between this approach and that described above is that a window is now a variable size, bat a window bonndary is on a speaker change. It is possible to obtain windows of very different sizes. A further restriction on the window size (by imposing a maximum size as well) is possible. This approach was not investigated, and all results below used a fixed window size of 600 words, with 90% overlap. Does the type of language model af€ect the local perplety?
We trained three class bigam models and compared the local perplexities obtained horn each. Figure 4 shows the results for these models. (The window size is 600 and there is a 90% overlap.)
The solid line in figure 4 is for a language model where the classes were obtained by part-of-speech tagging using a tagger developed by Brill [l] . The language models for the two dashed lines were obtained from the part-of-speech tagger and arbitrarily combining a number of classes.
Is there any correspondence between utterance length, local perplexity and topic change? Figure 5 < U e l l , I h o w that thore is .
Bow , Mr Trohear , you a r e a l s o a mamber of the divisional conference and dioiaional executive at a national l e v e l of the BVID division of the cplwl .
Is t h a t right ?
< I -, y e s .
---------I ----

Begof Window rider 700 ------------------
And prior t o i t s amalgamation , you ware in f a c t a member of the national conference and national executive of the BUIU . and o a r purpose is t o a l l o v f o r each of thoae aectaons w i t h i n the the maxi" amount of democracy in detu"@ t h e i r direction . 
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